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Inspiring Film on Rav Yaakov Weinberg zt”l 

Pillar of Truth 

Sponsorship Opportunities 

 

We are almost ready to release this inspiring film about Rav Yaakov Weinberg zt”l! We are now 

trying to raise funds to cover the remaining costs. Any amount that you would want to join would be 

greatly appreciated. Some of the most impactful sponsorship opportunities include the following: 

 

• Gold Sponsor $5,000 - Makes the Gala Baltimore Premiere a FREE event and will increase 

attendance dramatically. Includes 10 FREE DVDs.  

o This opportunity offsets charging $18 admission for 250-300 people and will 

dramatically increase attendance and make it a wonderful tribute event for the entire 

community! (Note: Once we have raised $5,000, the film will also be rolled-out 

worldwide!) 

• Film Premiere Dedication $10,000 - Makes the Gala Baltimore Premiere a FREE event. 

Includes special dedication frame in the film, 3 community showings, and 15 FREE DVDs. 

• Worldwide Event Dedication $20,000 - Makes the Premiere a FREE event for ALL cities 

WORLDWIDE!  Includes special dedication frame in the film and 20 FREE DVDs. 

• Education Dedication $20,000 - Makes the Gala Baltimore Premiere a FREE event. Includes 20 

DVDs, 3 community showings, and FREE DVDs for SCHOOLS WORLDWIDE!. 

All of these include premium placement and would be seen by and help inspire thousands worldwide, 

with a magnificent legacy of Torah! 

 
Note: We’ve kept project expenses a fraction of the cost, compared to other similar high-quality films, by doing most 

of the story boarding, filming, editing, and admin tasks ourselves leaving the most specialized tasks to the studio. As 

a result, the figures above only look at direct dollar costs – excluding our time. We’ve invested over 1,100 hours 

these past 2+ years without pay so far, to ensure that the film sees completion and inspire thousands worldwide iyH! 

 

Please let me know if you want to go over anything or if you have any ideas as we enter this final stretch 

in making the film public! 

 

Thank you, 

 

Elan Sloan 

Executive Director 

Torah Legacy Foundation 

(443) 929-0805 
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